The Fusion™ EL is an air purge gun converted to utilize an electric signal that will communicate with the Reactor IP. This provides an easy to use, low maintenance option for your in-plant pour foams needs.

**FEATURES**
- Standard Fusion™ fluid head
- Electric signal from trigger allows use with multiple systems
- Includes 4-way 24VDC solenoid valve
- Low maintenance air purge
- Push to connect adaptor for tubing

**OPTIONS**
- Multiple impingement sizes available
- Multiple mix ratios available
- Custom pour tips
- Remote and local operation switch

**TYPICAL APPLICATIONS**
- Wall and floor panels
- Door and windows
- Foam blocks
- Refrigerator panels
- Insulation for coolers and containers

P/N 2004485 (shown with pour foam wall cavity kit and remote and local operation switch)

P/N 2005821 (Shown with push to connect adaptor for tubing)
Fusion™ EL Gun

The Fusion™ EL is an air purge gun converted to utilize an electric signal that will communicate with the Reactor IP. This provides an easy to use, low maintenance option for your in-plant pour foams needs.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Maximum output............................................. 40 lbs/min
Minimum output ........................................ 3 lbs/min
Maximum fluid working pressure...................... 3500 psi
Maximum working air inlet pressure............... 130 psi
Maximum fluid temperature ....................... 200°F (93°C)
Weight...................................................... 2.5 lbs (1.13 kg)
Electrical requirements ................................. 24 VDC

ORDERING INFORMATION

2004485— Gun for remote or local operation
2005821— Gun for Reactor IP pour foam sys.
2004543— 9 pin to 5 pin cable adapter (IP)
2004609— 5 pin x 10ft cable
2004610— 5 pin x 50ft cable

P/N 2004485 (shown with pour foam wall cavity kit and remote and local operation switch)

P/N 2005821 (Shown with push to connect adaptor for tubing)